Assessing the efficacy of anticancer agents in animal models remains a necessary step in the development of new treatment options and plays an important role in their optimization and comparison. Often, however, interpretation of the results is flawed by excessive trust in scores traditionally handed down, but whose origin and limitations have been lost. Here I examine the theories and assumptions underlying the most common rating scales, suggesting improvements to the old scores and proposing the adoption of multiparameter analysis and interpretation of the results, considering different time-windows. I examined case examples of different scenarios of antiproliferative effects induced by treatment, demonstrating that common scores fail to distinguish between completely different responses to treatment or, in other circumstances, indicate a different outcome when the response is the same. I found that a combination of parameters, including the percent tumor growth between the start and end of treatment, the relative tumor burden at nadir and the absolute growth delay, may distinguish among the different cases and support a correct interpretation of the antitumor response. All these parameters can be derived from individual tumor growth curves in a simple way, without any change to common experimental procedures.
Plain Language Summary
In preclinical studies, the anticancer drug effects are studied by measuring the growth curve of a tumor during and after treatment and judging the efficacy with scores whose actual significance and limitations are nowadays poorly perceived. In most cases, drugs are judged suitable to undertake clinical development or rejected at the preclinical stage on the basis of measures of the ratio between the tumor volume in the treated group and in the untreated control group ("T/C ratio") of animals transplanted with suitable tumor models. Here we present a critical appraisal of T/C ratio and other common rating scales, making explicit the underlying assumptions and challenging the scores with case examples of tumor growth curves, experimental or expected in simple scenarios of cytostatic and cytotoxic drug effects. The examples disclose several interpretation pitfalls, demonstrating that common scores fail to distinguish between completely different responses to treatment or, in other circumstances, indicate a different outcome when the response is the same. We propose the use of a combination of parameters, simply derived from the growth curves in different time windows, in order to reach a correct interpretation of the results. This criterion represents a methodological change respect to the evaluation of efficacy with the T/C ratio.
Introduction
The state-of-the-art of preclinical anticancer drug testing focuses on the evaluation of molecular effects, from inhibition of target molecules to extensive "omics" approaches, but the antiproliferative effect still remains the final proof of efficacy of any treatment. Beside the importance for the design of new drugs of targeting specific molecular pathways modified in the tumor, the final aim of treatment is obviously tumor eradication or control, or at least delay of the expansion of tumor cell populations. In preclinical studies, the antiproliferative effects are studied by measuring the growth curve of a tumor during and after treatment and judging the efficacy with scores, like T/C, which have not been changed for decades [1] [2] [3] [4] and whose actual significance and limitations are nowadays poorly perceived.
Without entering into the debate of whether or to what extent tumor models growing in mice are representative of the disease in humans, a correct interpretation of the mouse experiments is certainly crucial and misuse or misinterpretation of activity scores based on tumor growth curves may at least partly account for a lack of efficacy in the subsequent clinical phases. As the response to treatment is a complex mix of cytostatic (i.e. hampering cell cycling) and cytotoxic (i.e. causing cell killing) effects 5, 6 evolving in time during/after the drug exposure, scores for the different situations are needed. In contrast, the prevailing tendency is to use a single "number" to rate the anticancer activity of a drug. This is probably unavoidable in a first massive screening, to exclude totally inactive drugs, but in our opinion it is detrimental when used to compare different treatments, particularly when comparing "classical" cytotoxic with prevalently cytostatic drugs, like many new targeted agents. Retrieving the full information conveyed by the experimental data, and acknowledging the meaning and limitations of the single measures, would serve the aim of supporting the passage to the clinic and first steps in human trials much better than looking for a single number or "signature" (irrespective of the quantity it measures, with what precision and metrics) and trying to demonstrate its power to "predict" ̶ in some unclear statistical sensethe outcome in humans.
Moving in this direction, we examined the current widely used scores, starting from those based on the T/C ratio, and suggest simple modifications of the existing rating procedures.
Methods And Results
The T/C Ratio Figure 1 shows a typical example of tumor growth curves in untreated ("control", C) and treated (T) mice, taken from records of our laboratory of a previously reported experiment 7 with a model of patient-derived ovarian cancer. Procedures involving animals and their care were conducted in conformity with institutional guidelines that comply with national (DLgs. 26/2014) and international (EEC Council Directive 2010/63) laws and policies. Animals studies were approved by the Mario Negri Institute Animal Care and Use Committee and the Italian Ministry of Health. The ordinate in Figure 1 refers to a measure of the tumor cellular mass, usually the tumor volume, and is shown relative to the measure at a suitable . Tumor growth curves of untreated control ((C(t), blue) or treated tumors (T(t), red) are shown as tumor volume (or mass) relative to the volume (mass) at the start of treatment, over time, in days from the treatment start. Black arrows indicate treatment days. (A) The T/C ratio is calculated at all measurement times (93% on day 4, 68% on day 7, etc.). The lowest value ("best T/C" or simply "T/C") is perceived as a measure of the percentage of cells surviving the treatment. This implicitly assumes that i) the effects of treatment are exhausted at the time of the best T/C; ii) only survivors contribute to the tumor volume at that time; and iii) survivors expand unaffected by treatment, with the same growth law as controls (S(t) = S C(t), where S is the fraction of survivors). The dashed line represents the putative growth curve of surviving cells. (B) %Gr (%GrI) is calculated from the ratio of the volume increments in treated and control samples between the start (day 0) and end (day 15) of treatment. %Gr is indicative of the growth rate reduction during treatment, ranging from 100% (no effect) to 0% (complete arrest). A different formula may be used in case of tumor regression (negative %Gr, see text). The dashed line represents the tumor volume at the start of treatment. starting point, which we will take as the time when treatment begins. The ratio between treated and control is calculated at all times while the growth curve of control exists ( Figure 1A ), and the minimum value, at whatever time it is reached, is the "best T/C ratio", or simply "T/C", taken as representative of treatment efficacy and used to compare different treatments. T/C is often perceived as the fraction of surviving cells, but this is true only in a very specific situation: when the treatment eliminates a fraction of the cells, these dead cells are no longer detectable (i.e. contributing to the measured volume) at the time when T/C is computed and all survivors are not affected at all by treatment, continuing to grow like untreated cells (S, dashed line in Figure 1A ). In practice, i) the treatment usually covers a certain period of time (exposure to a drug can be days/weeks when several doses are given, or hours/ days for a single dose); ii) killing is not instantaneous (even after short drug exposure the killing may take days); and eventually iii) killed cells do not instantly disappear (e.g. swept out by lymphatic drainage or eliminated by macrophages or other host cells) and can be expected to contribute for days to the actual measure of the tumor mass T(t). For this reason it would be appropriate to measure the T/C after a long enough time for the contribution of killed cells to the measure to be negligible, that is several days after the end of treatment. But at this time the measure of controls may be questionable, either because the tumor is growing slowly due to spatial or nutrient limitations, or even because control mice have already been euthanized. In addition, even if a suitable time is found, when both T and C can be measured, one more condition is required for a correct measure of the fraction of surviving cells, namely that they were totally unaffected by treatment, assuming that they were never delayed, even during the treatment. In practice any dose that kills cells (cytotoxic) is also expected to be at least partly cytostatic. Usually fairly low (poorly effective) doses induce only cytostatic effects and cytotoxic effects come into play at higher doses. [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] Moreover, both cytostatic and cytotoxic effects are generally not limited to the exposure time: they may last days after treatment discontinuation and involve subsequent generations of cells, the offspring of those directly exposed to the drug. [13] [14] [15] Furthermore, at least in some cases the treatment may have an effect on the tumor environment, changing the growth rate of surviving cells. All those phenomena make the interpretation of a T/C score very problematic. The following examples illustrate some of the pitfalls and misinterpretations with uncritical trust in T/C scores. Figure 2 compares different hypothetical treatment scenarios all giving the same T/C as the experimental data shown in panel 2A, with the same control curve. Figure 2B exemplifies the case of a purely cytotoxic effect: a fraction of cells is eliminated by the treatment and the minimum T/C is reached on day 4, at a different time from the other examples. The classical procedure to calculate T/C on the day when this ratio is minimum implies that T/C may be computed at a different time in each group in an experiment comparing several groups, running the risk of comparing numbers with different units of measure or related to different quantities.
The situation where there is a reduction of the tumor mass, would be interpreted better by a simple measure of the nadir (the minimum) of the growth curve of a treated tumor relative to the tumor volume at the start of treatment (T nadir ), without dividing by the tumor volume reached at the same time in the control group, which is totally unrelated to the treatment effect. A relative T nadir lower than 1 formally demonstrates the presence of a cytotoxic effect and gives an estimate of the fraction of surviving cells that is less biased than T/C. Of course the absence of tumor shrinkage is not sufficient to exclude a cytotoxic effect, which might have slow time-dependence and be masked by cell proliferation.
On the other side of the spectrum of treatment effects, the growth curve in Figure 2C is representative of a drug with pure cytostatic effects, with the tumor size remaining unchanged during treatment ("stable disease"). In this situation growth is simply delayed by treatment and a measure of this delay would be more representative of the effect. This is a 90°change in perspective compared to the T/C: while T/C is measured on the ordinate at a specific time, the growth delay is measured on the abscissa (the time) at a specific tumor size. Clearly the metrics are completely different. A common score of this kind is the absolute growth delay (see below). Figure 2D shows a scenario where the tumor shrinks when untreated mice are no longer alive: because T/C is assessed at the last time on the control growth curve (day 18), it strongly underestimates the real efficacy of the treatment which leads to "complete remission" and might even be curative. To account for this kind of response without giving up the "T/C" score, one might imagine a variant of the method, where the control growth curve is extrapolated for a few days beyond the control measures, to cover an interval more appropriate for the treated outline; but a similar correction has never been considered, to our knowledge.
Even worse misuse of T/C is when one compares T/Cs from different experiments, with different control growth curves. Figure 3 shows the case of a cytostatic drug that simply halts proliferation and is given for several days, assuming that at the end of treatment proliferation is restored as before. The same effect is shown in a fast ( Figure 3A ) and in a slow ( Figure 3B ) tumor model. During treatment the growth curves of treated tumors are flat (complete absence of growth) and do not decrease (no cell killing), equally in the fast (panel A) and slow (panel B) models. After discontinuation of treatment, tumors start growing again, with the different basal growth rate, unrelated to the treatment effect. In an uncritical view one might deduce that the tumor shown in Figure 3A is sensitive (T/C 15%) while the one shown in Figure 3B is resistant (T/C 60%) to the drug, whereas the effect of the drug is exactly the same and the difference between the measured T/Cs is due to "C" (the control) as the denominator of the score. The example shows how misleading the T/C is when used to compare the efficacy of a drug in different tumor models. Figure 2 Different responses to treatment with the same T/C score. An example of tumor growth curve of a human xenograft growing in mice and treated (q7dx3) with an anticancer drug active on this tumor (A), with T/C 30% (see Figure 1 ), and three hypothetical examples giving the same T/C: a single dose with a purely cytotoxic drug where a fraction of cells is killed but survivors' growth is unperturbed (B); a purely cytostatic drug repeatedly given to arrest proliferation until treatment is discontinued (C); a very active drug causing tumor regression (D). All treatment examples (red) share the same untreated control (blue). Abbreviation: AGD, Absolute growth delay.
Figure 3
The same response to treatment with different T/C scores. Hypothetical examples of a simple cytostatic treatment in a fast (A) or slow (B) growing tumor model. Blue circles, untreated control; red circles, treatment. We assume that the treatment causes total growth arrest for 11 days in both cases, then tumors re-grow as if untreated. The difference in T/C values depends solely on the different denominator ("C") and not the treatment. This practice, in our opinion, should not be accepted, except in the particular case when the control growth curves of the different tumor models are superimposable.
In the next sections we consider alternative scores used for evaluating treatment efficacy. Their values in the examples shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3 are reported in Table 1 .
Percent Tumor Growth (%Gr) And Growth inhibition (%GrI)
Seeking a score that is more representative of the drug effect and less of the growth characteristics of untreated controls, researchers considered the change of tumor size between two time points, e.g. the start (time zero) and end of treatment, 16, 17 to measure the "percent growth" (% Gr) or the complementary "percent growth inhibition" (% GrI = 100 -%Gr). Sometime the two terms are used as synonyms, which can be a source of misunderstanding.
Here we define %Gr as: %Gr = 100 x (ΔT/ΔC), where ΔT (=T-T 0 ) and ΔC (=C-C 0 ) are the increments of tumor size between the two time points in treated and control animals. In this way %Gr gives the percentage unaffected by treatment and %GrI gives the percent affected or "inhibited" (Figure 1B) .
These scores are equivalent to those adopted in vitro, for instance in the NCI-60 drug screening program. 18 There (https://dtp.cancer.gov/discovery_development/nci-60/methodology.htm) the percent growth is calculated with two distinct formulae: . With this definition, %Gr varies from 100% (no change compared to control) to 0% (completely arrested growth) and to −100% (all cells killed). %Gr or %GrI scores are also used in in vivo studies, although only Equation 1A (or the corresponding %GrI) is applied, also in the negative range. This is conceptually nonsense, because it would normalize a size reduction in a treated tumor with a measure of the growth rate of controls (i.e. two completely different phenomena), and should be avoided. Instead Equation 1A with 1B, even with the limitations indicated, could be useful in vivo, improving the performance compared to the T/C score. In the examples reported in Figure 2 , the %Gr can distinguish three out of four different scenarios: %Gr=22% (2A), −57% (2B), 0% (2C), 22% (2D) and would correctly give the same value (%Gr =0, stationary tumor) in the two examples in Figure 3 . It provides no information, however, on the late effects of treatment: 2A (slow regrowth after treatment) gives the same score as (2D) (tumor regression and possibly cure).
LCK And Cell Surviving Fraction
Log cell kill (LCK) is defined as the logarithm of the reciprocal of the fraction of cells surviving treatment ("surviving fraction", S): LCK≡ log 10 (1/S). For instance, if a drug kills 90% of the cells S= 0.1 and LCK=1; if it kills 99% of the cells S=0.01 and LCK=2; if it kills 99.9% of the cells S=0.001 and LCK=3 etc. LCK is usually estimated with the following formula:
where t T and t C are the mean time (days) required for the treated and control tumors respectively to reach a suitable DovePress size, and Dt is the mean doubling time of control tumors. The formula follows from a number of implicit assumptions: a) tumor growth of the control is exponential between t 0 (the start of treatment) and t C , with doubling time Dt; b) surviving cells in the treated tumor were totally unaffected by the treatment (thus their population continues to expand from t 0 to t T with the same Dt as untreated cells); c) the size of a tumor is directly proportional, with the same constant, to the number of malignant cells in control and surviving malignant cells in treated tumors, when the measures are taken (i.e. around t T and t C ). Assumption (c) imposes a precise limit on the choice of the target size: the size should be measured when definitive tumor regrowth is observed and it is not affected by the presence of dead/dying cells. This may occur several days after the end of an effective treatment.
With the above assumptions it follows that for a target cell number (or volume) Ñ, Ñ= N 0 2 tC/Dt = S N 0 2 tT/Dt where N 0 is the cell number (or volume) at the start of treatment, and thus: 1/S = 2 (tT-tC)/Dt , from which the LCK formula readily follows.
In order to weaken assumptions (a) and (b) two variants of the LCK formula can be suggested:
(i) Using a direct measure of the doubling time in the re-growth phase of the treated tumor (Dt regrowth ) to estimate the growth rate of surviving cells. This LCK calculated on the regrowth phase will be defined as: RLCK = log 10 (2) × (t T /Dt regrowth -t C /Dt). (ii) Assuming a cytostatic effect on surviving cells during treatment; in this way a net LCK is calculated including the duration of treatment: NLCK = log 10 (2) × (t T -t Cduration of treatment)/Dt However, even with the latter corrections, these considerations suggest that LCK would measure the extent of cell killing properly only in certain specific situations.
Absolute Growth Delay (AGD)
AGD measures in days the difference between treated and control tumors in the time to reach a given target size. No clear consensus exists on the criteria for choosing the target size: some adopt as target 2x the size at the start of treatment (one doubling) others 3x or 4x (two doublings). However AGD is very sensitive to the length of treatment, so setting a general rule may not be advisable. In our opinion any target size can be selected, provided that i) it is smaller than the size where the growth rate in controls is significantly reduced (approaching the maximum size, or "carrying capacity") and ii) the time to reach the target size can be accurately measured (i.e. not by interpolation of two measures taken between very distant time points), at least in the control group. Moreover, the target size should be high enough to be reached in treated samples only in the final regrowth phase and not associated with a temporary volume increase that may be observed during or immediately after treatment. For instance in the case shown in Figure 2A , a 2x target size is intercepted at day 11 of the treated tumor (AGD = 4.6d), catching a short-time increase, not representative of the true efficacy of the treatment. In this case a target size of 4x was reached on day 30 (AGD 19.6d) during the definitive regrowth of the tumor and would be a suitable choice. This is further explained by case 2D, where a 2x target size would give AGD 1.9 d, that is almost no effect, while the mouse was in fact cured. In this case, the 4x target was never reached during the observation period, meaning that the time to reach it was longer than the last experimental time. Of course a longer follow up would have given a more accurate estimate, but the information of the lower limit of AGD still provides a correct indication of the outcome. Thus a measure of AGD would distinguish between 2A and 2D scenarios, providing there is a long enough follow up.
From the above analyses follows that no single score is completely satisfactory, at best providing a partial view of the response to treatment. Considering %Gr, T nadir and AGD together could serve to distinguish and interpret the different responses to treatment (Table 1) . %Gr indicates a partial response (22%) during treatment in cases 2A and 2D, stable disease (0%) in 2C and a strong cytotoxic effect (−57%) in 2B, confirmed by the T nadir of 0.43. However, in 2B regrowth was rapid, leading to a short AGD (4.5 days), while the AGD in 2C (9.1 days) was similar to the duration of treatment, suggesting that the strong cytostatic effect was released immediately after treatment discontinuation, and the long AGD (19.6 days) in 2A indicates the presence of delayed and lasting effects. In 2D the low T nadir was reached only after 30 days and indicates a delayed cytotoxic effect which the very long ADG confirms as persistent. Correctly then, % Gr, T nadir and AGD give similar values in scenarios 3A and 3B, built with the same responses to treatment. Figure 4 and Table 2 demonstrate the use of %Gr, T nadir and AGD to analyze the response to treatment in two representative experiments, taken from the historical records of the projects of our laboratory. The experiment shown in Figure 4A compared three schedules (here named 4A-r, 4A-g and 4A-v) of a cytotoxic drug in mice bearing an ovarian cancer patientderived xenograft model. In all cases the tumor size decreased after about one week from the start of treatments, reached a nadir, then tumors regrew after a varying time. Due to the fast growth of the tumor, untreated animals were sacrificed shortly after the end of treatment, at day 15, and T/C could be calculated only up to that time, well before the maximum shrinkage was reached in the treated tumors. As a consequence, the T/C scores were sufficient to indicate that all treatments were active, but failed to estimate the differences among them ( Table 2 ). In this respect %Gr, which also provided an evaluation of the response at day 15, enabled a more informative interpretation of the results, indicating almost zero-growth (respect to T 0 ) for the 4A-r and 4A-g schedules and 48% shrinkage for the 4A-v schedule at that time. However tumor shrinkage continued after the end of the treatment, out of the reach of the T/C and %Gr scores, and its maximum was caught by T nadir . T nadir well discriminated the three treatments: 4A-r (T nadir =1) was not able to reduce the tumor size below the starting point, 4A-g (T nadir =0.75) caused (at least) 25% kill of tumor cells, 4A-v (T nadir =0.26) induced the highest tumor regression, with (at least) 74% kill of tumor cells. Then the scenario of the response to treatment was completed by measuring the delay before tumor regrowth with the AGD score. AGD proved that unfortunately all tumors eventually regrew, but the treatments enabled a valuable gain of time before tumor progression, reaching 78 days (about 15 times the doubling time of this tumor) in the 4A-v schedule.
Representative Experiments
The experiment shown in Figure 4B compared the antitumor activity of one drug (4B-r), given for 28 days, with two dosages of a second drug (4B-g: lower dose; 4B-v: higher dose) in mice bearing a patient-derived myxoid liposarcoma xenograft model. Due to the slow growth of this tumor, untreated mice were sacrificed one month after the end of treatment, enabling to measure T/C up to day 63. For all treatments the best T/C was found at the end of this period, suggesting a similar efficacy for 4Br and 4B-g and a higher activity for 4B-v. However again T/C gave only an incomplete and partially misleading view of the response to the treatments, which was correctly interpreted by the joint consideration of %Gr, T nadir and AGD. First %Gr, measured at the end of treatment Notes: † 4x target size.^under detection limit. Scores: T/C (with the Day of the Best T/C Ratio), Growth Inhibition (%gr), Absolute Growth Delay (AGD), Log Cell Kill (LCK) and Relative Nadir Volume (t nadir ). Table 2 for the values of the scores T/C, %Gr, T nadir and AGD.
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Cancer Management and Research 2019:11 submit your manuscript | www.dovepress.com DovePress (day 28) indicated that 4B-r was completely ineffective to control tumor growth in this period, 4B-g induced only a modest inhibition of growth, while 4B-v enabled to slow down, but not reverse, tumor growth. The T nadir under the detection limit indicated that a strong tumor shrinkage eventually occurred with 4B-v, while no tumor reduction was achieved with the other treatments. Then AGD provided here the key information: only in 4B-g the target size was reached while with 4B-r and 4B-v tumor size was still below that target after 6 months at the end of the experiment, indicating that not only 4B-v but also 4B-r successful stopped tumor growth. Thus 4B-r completely arrested tumor growth (AGD >180 days) but after the end of treatment (%Gr near 100% during treatment) without producing tumor shrinkage (T nadir =1), while 4B-v apparently eradicated the tumor, which remained undetectable at six months. The response to 4B-r is indicative of a drug that induces differentiation, without cytotoxicity, while the second drug delayed tumor growth at a low dose (4B-g) and became cytotoxic at higher doses (4b-v).
Dealing With Replicates
Often the growth curves for control and treatment are represented as means or medians of the respective groups and the scores are calculated in these average curves, instead of being measured in individual mice. In our opinion the spread of this practice is unfortunate and tends to lead to wrong conclusions. First, because the information on the variability within the groups is lost, providing a single score for each treatment group and making any statistical comparison impossible. Second, because the "average" growth curve does not necessarily represent a real trend, particularly in the treatment group: for instance, if half of treated replicated tumors grow and half shrink, the average may be zero growthquite different from the responses in individual mice. Finally, the average growth curve is flawed by the progressive loss of mice, as they are euthanized, making quite frequently the sudden (false) appearance of a volume decrease simply due to the death of a mouse with a big tumor, included in the calculation at an earlier time and excluded later. Usually researchers continue to calculate the average volume until a given number of mice are lost, with varying criteria. The average growth curve may provide an accurate picture of the trend in a group only when all replicated tumor growth curves are similar over the whole observation period and differences within a group are mainly explained as measuring errors. Otherwise, when differences are due to biological variability in the shape of the curves, the "average" trend may be completely different from that in any tumor and may give misleading scores.
To overcome these limitations, it would be enough only to set a convenient "reference" for each score, considered as a simple "unit of measurement", which could be obtained from control, such as "the average volume in the control group" or "the average time to reach a target volume in the control group". One could then analyze individual growth curves (control or treated), calculating the scores relative to the reference, and apply standard statistical procedures.
Discussion
This analysis looks at several neglected limitations of the common scores for antiproliferative activity used in preclinical studies. 16, [19] [20] [21] In particular, T/C does not distinguish among very different responses, such as those in Figure 2 , and indicates a non-existing difference between the responses shown in Figure 3 . Another relatively popular score, LCK, relies on a number of implicit assumptions and we recommend great caution in its use and interpretation. LCK is useful to distinguish among treatments causing extensive cell killing (e.g. 99% vs 99.9% killed cells) but should definitely not be used to rate a treatment with a prevalent cytostatic effect.
The response to an active treatment is complex, including cytostatic and cytotoxic effects with their time-and dosedependence, and these effects often do not run out when treatment is discontinued. [9] [10] [11] 22, 23 In addition, when treated cells succeed in dividing, similar cytostatic and cytotoxic effects may be observed in their descendants as well. 9, 14, 15 These phenomenaacting at the cellular levelare intertwined and act on the tumor growth curve with some delay, reducing the tumor mass or causing stable disease or, at least, slowing the growth rate. These "macroscopic" perturbations of the growth curve may emerge in time windows not known in advance and last an unpredictable time. It is not uncommon to observe a detectable change in the tumor volume not immediately after treatment starts, but after one or more weeks. Moreover, at the end of an entire treatment course with an active compound no regrowth may be detected for an additional period and eventually, when/if it occurs, the rate of regrowth may differ from the growth rate in untreated tumors. For all these reasons a single score, which photographs the situation at a specific instant, may be useful in some circumstances but misleading in others. We previously reported the feasibility of decoding the whole tumor growth curve with computational tools to reconstruct the dynamics of the underlying cytotoxic and cytostatic effects. 24 However, this approach is not readily applicable for routine studies. In our opinion a simpler way to improve current practice would be to use several scores together, providing complementary information in different time windows covering the whole tumor growth history. The percent tumor growth between the start and end of treatment may be suitable for measuring the response in the initial time window. For instance, %Gr can distinguish between scenarios 2A, 2B and 2C (Figure 2 ). However, quite often tumor shrinkage occurs well after the end of treatment and regrowth is not observed until weeks later. Thus situations like those shown in Figure 2A and D would not be shown up by the %Gr score alone and a complementary evaluation of the existence and extent of tumor shrinkage will be necessary. This could be provided by the relative T nadir , which is equal to one if the tumor mass does not decrease (Figure 2A) , and equal to the fraction of residual mass, compared to that at the start of treatment, when shrinkage occurs at any time ( Figure 2D ). T nadir also catches a mid-term posttreatment effect. Eventually, even when the tumor volume shrinks below the detection limit, regrowth may occur after a short or long time. To measure this response, AGD may be a significant long-term parameter, catching the duration of the effect. AGD may range from a few days, when there is a weak temporary cytostatic effect, to months in the case of long lasting effects, like persisting growth arrest or a persisting undetectable tumor. A cured or not regrowing tumor ( Figure 2D ) is also indicated well by the AGD: from the follow-up time, which can be extended at will, a lower limit can be obtained which may be conservatively assumed for the actual AGD when comparing treatment options. Thus, while a single score provides only a partial view of the effect, a more robust interpretation of different types of response to treatment can be achieved considering, for example, %Gr, AGD and T nadir together. When necessary, the regrowth rate (scored for instance by a "regrowth doubling time"-Dt regrowth ) would provide additional information: if it differs from the growth rate of untreated tumors, this would prove the existence of a modification of the tumor itself or of its microenvironment. An example of the analysis of tumor growth in different time-windows was recently reported, for comparing different treatment schemes in ovarian cancer models. 25 In conclusion, we believe that a considerable amount of information derivable from growth curves of treated tumors is lost in current practice, and we endorse the adoption of multiparameter analysis and interpretation of the results. For this purpose, the combined use of %Gr, T nadir , AGD and Dt regrowth , all easily obtainable from individual tumor growth curves, is a simple option, feasible in any research laboratory, with minimal or no change of the experimental procedures.
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